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Susan Goulding

(#'

n the 1702 satire, A Comparison between the Two Stages,
the character Critick asks,

What a Pox have the Women to do with the Muses? I grant
you the Poets call the Nine Muses by the Names of Women,
but why so? Not because the Sex had anything to do with
Poetry, but because in that Sex they're fitter for
Prostitution.^
It has often been noted that women who wrote in the late seventeenth
and early eighteenth centuries, and especially those who wrote poetry,
were subject to satires like this, which defined them in terms of their
sex rather than their work. In the last decades of the seventeenth
century, however, and in the early years of the eighteenth century, a
number of women writers strategically and creatively used the
traditional poetic form of elegy to respond to such satires. Kate Lilley
has usefully shown how women poets used elegy to "negotiate gender

' A Comparison Between the Two Stages (London, 1702), 26.
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ideology and the dominant tropes of feminine representation;"^ But
some female writers also used the death of a prominent male writer as
an opportunity to gain some public recognition, to enter into literary
debates about writing and gender, and to claim authority for their own
work. The elegiac compositions of these writers sought to establish
literary authority by manipulating the biographies of prominent male
writers and forcing a confrontation with the biographical standard.
"Before the man Rochester can be understood," Germaine Greer
wrote in a recent review of Harold Love's edition of Rochester's
works, "the mass of spurious biography must be stripped away; then,
like his text, he can be reintegrated in his intellectual milieu and with
his ilk."' Greer's words point to a central concern in Restoration and
eighteenth-century studies: despite a lack of biographical "fact," the
biographies of many writers have come to define not only "the man,"
but also his—and her—works. Rochester—the libertine, the deathbed
penitent, the courtier—clearly has had readings of his works determined
by the stories told about his life, to the point where it is very difficult,
if not impossible, to separate the "spurious" from the pertinent: the
stories of Rochester have become inseparable from the works of
Rochester.
The works of women writers of the Restoration and early
eighteenth century, in panicular those of Aphra Behn and Delairiviere
Manley, have also been read through biographical lenses. But there is
an important difference between the fates of women writers and that
of Rochester; Rochester could be a libertine, and still have his works be
acceptable, if not respectable. By contrast, women writers, particularly
those who would write frankly about sexuality, risked being impugned
as prostitutes: to publish was to be public, and to be public was to
prostitute. If a woman writer led a life that was less than perfectly
conventional, that life would become part of the criteria used to judge
her works; for women writers, the "good" or "bad" of the biographical
story has stood for the "good" or "bad" of the writer and the writing.

^ Kate LOley, "True State Within: Women*s Elegy 1640-1740,** in Isobel Grundy and Susan
Wiseman, eds., Women,Writing, History 1640-1740 (Athens:The University of Georgia Press,
1992), 72.
' Germaine Greer, "Doomed to Sincerity," review of The Works of John Wilmot, Earl of
Rochester, ed. by Harold Love, London Revtew of Books 21.18 (16 September 1999), 11.
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too often to the point of exclusion/ Such biographical readings of
literary works mark the reception history of women writers of the
Restoration and early eighteenth century: what has changed over time
is not the underlying method of biographically-based criticism, but
what has been valued in different historical and critical periods.
Biography thus has posed both a promise and a threat for feminist
criticism, particularly in the years that have seen a large-scale recovery
of texts. Feminist criticism has often turned to biography to explain the
conditions of women's lives that would make their works less likely to
fit the paradigms for "literature" in a male-defined canon. Such
criticisms have been useful in understanding the sources and springs of
women's writing, and—perhaps more importantly—in beginning to
suggest that the criteria for judging "literature" are themselves what
need to be reconsidered. But there is a danger, as Margaret Ezell points
out, in imposing current ideologies on earlier eras.^ While Behn's
works, for instance, have been one of the greatest success stories of the
recovery effort, that success is qualified by the selectivity with which
her works have been studied.' The literary authority of Behn and her
followers has been defined retrospectively through the perspectives of
the eras in which they have been studied, with the late twentieth
century championing those whose works and lives seem to offer models
of resistance and subversion. Behn, vilified in the late eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries for "bawdy" writing and a suspect lifestyle, has
found her place in the canon today for those same reasons.' Her claims
* For a discussion of tke Kmited number of traditional narratives used to tell the story of a
woman*s life, see Carolyn Heilbrun, Writing a Woman*s Life (New York: Ballantine Books,
1988). Heilbrun writes tkat "above all otberproliibitions, wbatbasbeenforbiddento women
IS anger, together with the open admission of the desirefor power and control over one^s life"
(13).
.
^ Margaret JM. Ezell, Writing Women's Literary History (Baltimore; The Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1993), 20. See also Alison Booth, "The*Great' Womanof Letters,"in William
H. Epstein, ed.. Contesting the Subject: Essays in thePostmodern Theory and Practice of Biography
and BiographicalCriticism (West Lafayette, Indiana: PurdueUniverrity Press, 1991): 85-107. In
particular, Booth writes, "We must try to steer dear of the pitfalls of prescriptive biographical
criticism of women writers without resorting tosome safer zone of undifferentiated textuahty*
(103). I agree withBooth, butalso argue that weneed tolook backwardsas well, and reassess the
role biographical criticism has played in the extant narratives of literary history.
' It is only recently, for instance, that substantial critical attention is beii^ given to Behn*s
poetry—the genre that, during Behn*s lifetime, meant literature.
^ Cynthia L. Caywoodmakes a rimilar aigument regarding Behn: Behn*s biographers, Caywood
writes, "define Behn through a myth of their own maLingthat mediatesnot only her reputetion
but their readers* reception of her texts. The personal becomes the textual, so to speak. Behn*s
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to literary authority, in both cases, have been secondary to the story of
her life, and her story is but one example.
Literary authority in this light is nearly inseparable from bio
graphical authority: the eighteenth-century narratives of the lives of
Behn and Manley and a host of others are now an inextricable part of
their works in a way that obscures the very literary authority they
sought.® Susan Lanser defines "discursive authority" as "a quest to be
heard, respected, and believed, a hope of influence";' the same criteria
may be used in defining literary authority. Within this definition, it is
crucial to recognize mutuality between author and audience; there need
to be readers who hear, respect and believe, and readers and writers
willing to be influenced. A woman writer seeking literary authority
does so with the knowledge of having, in effect, to court her audience:
it is never enough simply to claim authority.
In her elegy on Rochester's death, and in her answer to Anne
Wharton's response to this elegy, Behn's awareness of how biography
affected readings of literary works allowed her to manipulate readers'
expectations in order to try to establish her own literary authority.
Twenty years later in The Nine Muses, a collection of elegies at the death
of Dryden in 1700, six other women writers used conventional elegy in
order to challenge the standards by which women's poetry was judged
and so often excluded.
It may be that no Restoration writer understood the promise and
threat of criticism based in biographical standards better than Aphra
Behn. Satirized and condemned for her frank writing about women's
sexuality and their lack of access to a nascent literary canon, Behn in
turn used the moments that would rely on biographies of those who
had excluded and would exclude her, especially their deaths, in order
to state her own claim. With her works judged by the life she led rather
than their own merits, she used conventional forms to demonstrate

life is ker work is ker life** ("Deconstructing Apkras: Apkra Bekn and ker Biograpkers,**
Restoration: Studies in English Literary Culture^ 1660-1700 24.1 (2000), 19).
^ Part of tke effort to attain literary autkority often involved tke creation of a literary persona.
For furtker discusnon of "persona criticism,** see Ckeryl Walker, "Persona Ctitidsm and tke
Deatk of tke Autkor,** in William H. Epstein, ed., Contesting the Subject: Essaysin the Postmodern
Theory and Practice of Biography and Biographical Criticism (West Lafayette, Ii^ana: Purdue
University Press, 1991): 109-121.
^Sm^SiixiderhAixser,FictionsofAuthority: Women WritersandNarrative VoiceQxhAai:Corsie][
University Press, 1992), 7.
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how readings based in biography and demanding codes of conduct
damaged literary endeavor, for ail writers. If Behn's works were to be
judged by the life she led, then she would show what happens, to the
works of Rochester if they are judged by their author's life. Moreover,
she would show the damage done to the creation of a literary persona
when that persona is made secondary to biographical narrative.
Most of the satires against Behn during her lifetime focused on her
body and sexual history. In "The Session of the Poets," a 1676 "Trial
for the Bays" poem, Behn is the only woman writer listed. She is also
the only writer identified by first name only, and the only writer
whose sexual accomplishments are used to measure her literary ones;
The Poetess Afra, nex't shew'd her sweete face.
And swore by her Poetry, and her black Ace;
The Lawrell, by a double right was her owne.
For the Plays she had writ, and the Conquests she had won.
Apollo acknowledg'd 'twas hard to deny her.
But to deale franckly, and Ingeniously by her.
He told her, were Conquests, and Charmes her pretence.
She ought to have pleaded a Douzen yeares since.'®
The satire is clear: her works lack value because her beauty has faded;
time has taken away her strongest weapons in literary contest. In
addition, the poem's Apollo turns the effort to use "conquests" and
"charms" back on Behn, claiming it is she who attempted to rely upon
them to gain fame. The trial here is representative: women routinely
were accused of using their beauty and sexuality to advance their
literary works; in a poem ostensibly measuring literary merit, the single
woman writer, her "charms" no longer what they used to be, is cast
out.

""A Session of tke Poets" (London, l676).Tlieautkorslup of tliispoem is undetermined: Keitk
Walker ascribes it to Rochester (Keith Walker, ed.. The Poems ofJohn WUmot, Earl ofRochester
[London: Basil Blackwell, 1984], 312), while David Vieth—another of Rochester's editors-^iscribes it to Elkanah Setde (David Vieth, Attrilmtion in Restoration Poetry: A Study of
Rochester's Poems of1680 [New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1963], 321). Vieth's
aigument seems the more convincing of the two. For more on satires against women, see
especiaUyFelicityA.Nussbaum, TheBrinkofAll We Hate: EnglishSatires on Women, 1660^1750
(Tke University Press of Kentucky, 1984), in particular chapters twoand three.
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"While Behn has received much recent attention for her efforts to
strike back at such satires through her prologues and prefaces, very
little attention has been devoted to her use of the elegy, particularly her
elegies on Rochester, and the literary debate with Anne Wharton that
those elegies contain." Theoretical work on the elegy as a form has not
recognized the specific relationship between biography and reception
history, and the role of elegy within that relationship. Peter Sacks has
identified the elegy as a "contest for inheritance" in which "a poet
asserts his position as true heir to a poetic legacy."" More recently.
Celeste Schenck has posed a feminist challenge to Sacks's model,
writing that while for men the elegy is a poem of "ambition" and
"rupture," for women it is one of "connectedness" in which there is a
"refusal of consolation" and a refusal of "closure."" Sacks's male model
fails to recognize the challenge for a woman writer trying to claim an
inheritance from which she was debarred legally and socially. Schenck's
model has much more implication for modern elegists, whose subver
sions of the form can be more explicit than they could possibly be for
Behn." For Behn, there was a tense paradoxical relationship between
her desire for "connectedness"—to be part of what John Guillory calls
the "rhetoric of continuity"—and her need, for self-survival, to write a
"rupture" from a literary tradition that would exclude her." While
Behn clearly sought "connectedness," the elegy for her was also a
definite assertion of the right to Rochester's literary legacy in particu
lar, and a woman writer's right to literary legacy in general; she was an

"Among the most impoitant of the articles onBehn'suse of prefaces are Jessica Munns,"'I by
a Double Right ThyBounties Claim': AphtaBehnandSexual Space" inMatyAnn Schofield and
Cedha Macheski, eds., Curtain Calls: British and American Women and the Theater, 1660-1S20
(Athens; Ohio University Press, 1991): 193-210; and Munns, "'Good, Sweet, Honey, Sr^arCandied Reader":Aphra Behn'sForeplay in Forewords," in Heidi Hutner, ed.. Rereading Aphra
Behn: History, Theory, and Criticism (CharlottesYille: University Pressof Virginia, 1993): 44-62.
" Peter Sacks, The English Elegy: Stttdies in the Genre from Spenser to Yeats (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1985), 37,36.
" Celeste Schenck, "Feminism and Deconstruction: Re-Constructing the Elegy," Tulsa Studies
in Women's Literature 5.1 (1986): 15,24.
"Judith Hawley recognizes such strategies in the elegies of Charlotte Smith at the end of the
eighteenth century, but the literary and social climate was different at the end of the seventeenth
century. SeeJudith Hawley, "Charlotte Smith's Elegiac Sonnets, Losses and Gains," in Isobel
Armstrong and Virginia Blain, eds., Women's Poetry in the Enlightenment: The Making of a
Canon, 1730-1820 (New York: St.Martin's Press, 1999): 184-98.
"John Guillory, Poetic Authority: Spenser, Milton, and Literary History (New York Columbia
University Press, 1993), 64.
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unentitled heir, whose use of inheritance would threaten the existing
literary estate.
The death of Rochester was the occasion for elegies that empha
sized primarily his deathbed conversion, as recounted by Gilbert
Burnet; it also spurred elegies on the elegies, as in the case of Anne
Wharton's response to Behn's first elegy. Both Wharton and Behn
wrote elegies; Wharton then responded to Behn's, and Behn in turn
responded to Wharton's response. What this series of poems reveals is
not only an attempt to control the public image of Rochester, but also
an effort to set—and reject—codes for women's writing.
In Behn's first elegy, "On the Death of the late Earl of Rochester,"
the speaker commands "Muses," "Youths, whom Fortune has betray'd," "Beauties," "little Gods of Love," and finally, the "unhappy
world" to "Mourn, Mourn...his loss deplore.In this elegy, Rochester
is "like a God" (10), thus fulfilling "the most important convention" of
the genre that Schenck identifies: "deification."'' Schenck argues that
"deification" "lifts" the dead "out of the successor's way,"" but in this
case, even the deification cannot completely relocate Rochester: he is
out of the way, but he is, as we will see, still in the way. With all of
Behn's words about "paths," here and in her famous 1687 preface to The
Lucky Chance, presences like Rochester's loom large."
For Behn's speaker, Rochester was "All that was Great, Soft,
Lovely, Excellent" (48). That he "ne're shall rise from Deaths eternal
Night" (4) is an implicit rejection of the deathbed conversion as related
by Burnet; a converted sinner would indeed rise, but Behn is praising
the Rochester who lit "this duller World" (7), whose identity is not in
that conversion, but rather in his literary presence, "sins" and all. Lilley
also argues that Behn's elegy "stands alone in celebrating the unreformed Rochester," and that the elegy is Behn's "own election as
Rochester's successor," but she does not address the implications of the

Apkra Belm, "On the Death of the late Earl of Rockester," in Janet Todd, ed., The Works of
Aphra Behn^ Vol. 1 (Coltunims: Okie State University Press, 1992): 161-3 (kereafter cited
parentketicafly in tke text by line number).
Sckenck, "Feminism and Deconstruction,** 15.
Sckenck, "Feminism and Deconstruction," 15.
Bekn writes, "All1ask is tke Piiviledgefor my Mascukne Part tke Poet in me (jf any suck you
will allow me) to tread in tkose successful Patks my Predecessors kave so long tkny*d in....**
(Apkra Bekn, Preface, The Luckey ChancCj in Janet Todd, ed.. The Works of Aphra Behtty Vol. 7
(Coltimbus: Okio State University Press, 1996), 217.
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elegy for Behn's relationship to literary tradition, nor for her manipula
tion of biography/" It makes a difference which Rochester one
elegizes—the writer, the Rake, or the Reformed. Behn follows the
literary path Rochester had created clearly, recognizing (and demanding
recognition for) the literary persona over and above the biographical
charaaer suggested by others, and this choice forms the basis for her
literary debate with Wharton.
Wharton's response to Behn's elegy is charatterized by praise
carefully qualified. Behn "forcefs] an Homage from each Generous
Heart/...It is this Flight of yours excites my Art/...To...pay loud
Thanks back from my bleeding Heart. Although Wharton seems to
recognize the merits of Behn's poem, she objeas to Behn's recognition
of only the unreformed Rochester. ^ Apparently instructed by Burnet,
she identifies Rochester as one who "civiliz'd the rude, and taught the
young" (hardly the picture of Rochester that has descended to us from
the Restoration).^' She writes that Rochester "lives immortal and in
highest bliss"; it is her heart that has died at the moment of his death.'^
Wharton's "Thoughts aspire/With humble Verse to Praise what [Behn]
Admire[s]."'' The crucial word here, though, is "aspire," which implies
effort without necessarily success.
Wharton balances her praise with criticism of Behn's poetic
claims. The first two stanzas of Wharton's response to Behn's elegy
express Wharton's aspiration, while the last two offer instruction. The
third stanza begins not with a description of what Behn has done, but
with a hope for what she will do, as each of the first four lines offers a
"May" proposition. Wharton exhorts Behn to "in every pleasing Grace
excel/...[to] excell the Matchless Sappho's Name;/May you have all her
Wit, without her Shame."'' Behn is to "try to build again" the "ruin'd

" Lffley, "True State Wrthin,' 76,77.
Amte Wharton, "To Mrs Behn on what she writ of the Earl of Rochester," in David FadeyHills, ed., RochesteK The Critical Heritage (London: Roudedge & Kegan Paul, 1972): 104.
" Though Greer writes that Wharton would come to know Burnet "for an tmpiincipled
humbug" (Greer, "Doomed to Sincerity," 9).
" Anne Wharton, "Elegy on Rochester," in David Farley-Hills, ed., Rochester: The Critical
Heritage (London: Routledge & Regan Paul, 1972): 107.
"Wharton, "Elegy," 107-8
" Wharton, "To Mrs Behn," 104.
" Wharton, "To Mrs Behn," 104.
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Temples" of "Honour," and to "bid your Muse maintain a Vestal
Fire."^''
Yet that is precisely what Behn would not do: obey a Muse who
would "maintain a Vestal Fire," who by avoiding evidence of sexuality
would violate her own poetic code. And while Behn's elegy stands as
a solid, consistent poem with the speaker—even though mourn
ing—clearly in control, one can take Wharton's own elegy as evidence
of the result of adhering to poetic codes that would restrict women's
writing. Wharton's elegy on Rochester reads "Great was thy loss,
which thou canst ne'er express."^' More importantly, at the crucial
moment of defining Rochester, Wharton's speaker is silenced: "He
was—but I want words, and ne'er can tell."^' Schenck writes that "early
female elegists deplore their own inadequacies rather than the patriar
chal constraints of the form."'° Whanon seems to accept her own
"inadequacy," and to encourage other female writers to do likewise.
Behn, by contrast, "deplores" the constraints not of the form but of
those who would restrict access to the form, and who would condemn
the women who ran the race for the legacy. Her speaker does not
"want words."
In response to Wharton's response, Behn wrote another elegy on
Rochester in which she describes how Rochester's spirit—either truly
his spirit, or his spirit in the form of Wharton's poem—appeared to her,
enabling her to write. "To Mrs. W. On her Excellent Verses (Writ in
Praise of some I had made on the Earl of Rochester) Written in a Fit of
Sickness" describes the poetic intercourse necessary for expression; as
the "Mighty Soul of Rochester's reviv'd," so is Behn's poetic ability.'^
The poem is governed by light imagery; for Sacks, "the figure of the
sun thus functions like that of the phallus,suggesting again Behn's
rejection of a "vestal fire." The poem's speaker is "Dull as the Light that

Wkarton, "To Mrs Behn," 104.
Wharton, "Elegy," 107.
" Wharton, "Ele^," 108.
" Schenck, "Feminism and Deconstruction," 14.
Aphra Behn, "To Mrs. W. On her Excellent Verses(Writ in Praise of some Ihad made on the Earl
i^Rochester) Written ina Eit of Sickness,"in Jtaet Todd, ed.. The Works ofAphra Behn, Vol.1
(Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1992): 56-58 (hereafterdted parenthetically in text by
line number).
"Sacks, The English Elegy,34.
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gloom'd around" (25); she is "Sad," "Pensive," and most importantly,
"Silent" (16,18,20) until the ghost materializes:
When lo the Mighty Spirit appear'd.
All Gay, all Charming to my sight;
My drooping Soul it Rais'd and Cheer'd,
And cast about a Dazling Light. (26-9)
The "dazling light" of the spirit breaks Behn's silence and enables her
to write. But the "dazling light" is an emblem of Behn's relationship to
Rochester, and to male literary tradition: by definition, a "dazling
light" certainly brightens, but also blinds and confounds. The spirit that
gives Behn her poetic impetus is the same one that damns her as a
woman poet. If the spirit is Rochester himself, one need look no farther
for evidence of exclusion than his own poetry, where a woman poet is
a "tott'ring Barke."" If, however, the spirit operates through Wharton,
the blinding is that of convention and its dictates about "proper"
women's writing. The spirit
did advance, and with a Generous Look,
To me Addrest, to worthless me it spoke:
With the same wonted Grace my Muse it prais'd.
With the same Goodness did my Faults Correct;
And careful of the Fame himself first rais'd.
Obligingly it School'd my loose Neglect. (33-8)
The identity of the spirit—Rochester himself, or a spirit raised by
Wharton's poem—is never clear; nor, at first, is its gender. The
ambiguity seems deliberate. As much as Behn challenged codes for
women's writing, she also had to sell her works, and the importance of
writing to satisfy multiple audiences at once is nicely delineated by
Lanser: "nonhegemonic writers and narrators may need to strike a
delicate balance in accommodating and subverting dominant rhetorical
practices."'^ "It" could be the corrective poetic voice of Wharton,

" John Wilmot, Ead of Rochester, "A Letter from Artemiza in the Towne to Chloe in the
Countiey," in Harold Love, ed., The WorksofJohn Wilmot Earlof Rochester (Oxford University
Press, 1999), 64.
" Lanser, Fictions of Authority, 7.
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satisfying conventional expectations, or "it" could be the unregenerate
Rochester, subverting those same expectations. If one argues that the
spirit is an unregenerate Rochester, the reading of the poem solidifies
Behn's position in the debate with Wharton; if one argues that the
spirit comes through Wharton's poem, the lines of the poem take on
a sardonic tone, right from the start: "Enough kind Heaven! to purpose
have I liv'd,/And all my Sighs and Languishments surviv'd" (1-2). All
to be instructed by a woman writer who, at the crucial moment in her
own elegy, "want[s] words."
Far from "want[ing] words," Behn's poem contains a moment of
powerful recognition:
The soft, the moving Accents soon I knew
The gentle Voice made up of Harmony;
Through the Known Paths of my glad Soul it flew;
I knew it straight, it could no others be,
'Twas not Alied but very very he. (39-43)
In the final word of line 43 the spirit is distinctly male, and the flight
of this spirit through the soul ("known paths" implying prior relation)
uses the sexual act as a metaphor for poetic creation: the spirit (light) of
Rochester enters Behn's soul, offering what she needs for creation.
Here, Behn achieves more than "connectedness" as she internalizes the
specifically male spirit ("very very he") within her "glad Soul."
With the image of the "All-Ravisht Swain" (44) in the following
lines, Behn analogizes her speaker to a masculine figure, but the
analogy seems part of her point: the figure is traditional, but not out of
her reach as a woman writer. The poem ends not with the speaker
singing, but with this accepted literary figure; such a conclusion moves
the elegy out of the specific occasion and into a tradition whose
gendering has now been challenged. Beyond the first elegy, beyond
what Wharton writes, then, this is Behn's praise for Rochester:
Great, Good, and Excellent, by what new way
Shall I my humble Tribute pay.
For this vast Glory you my Muse have done.
For this great Condescension shown! (57-60)
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Throughout this second elegy, Behn confronts Wharton not only on
the very ground she established, but with her own words. And while
critics have used these elegies as evidence of Behn's desire to connect
herself with a female tradition, the texts of the poems more clearly
support the reading that Behn's "tribute" is to the Rochester whose life
defies reading, who was the "wond'rous Poet."^' Behn vies for Roches
ter's literary inheritance by identifying the "true" literary Rochester,
and by claiming a right to write with fire and light.
In his account of Rochester's deathbed conversion, Burnet writes,
"I have written this Account with all the tenderness and caution I could
use, and in whatsoever I may have failed, I have been strict in the truth
of what I have related, remembering that of Job, Will ye Ik for GodV^^
"Yes," the late twentieth century wants to reply to Burnet—it seems
you did. But truth, the biographical truth that makes the story a good
one, is its own category; Behn recognized that in a more literary way
than Burnet did, and used that recognition to stake her own claim as
Rochester's literary heir. The "truth" that matters about Roches
ter—whose works, critic Kirke Combe argues, "create a truthless
environment"'^—is not that he died in the hands of God (or of Burnet,
for that matter) but that "in Love and Verse his Ovid he'ad out-done.""
Burnet writes as one who wants to claim Rochester as an example for
his "divine" cause; Behn writes as one who uses the moment of
Rochester's death to demonstrate her knowledge of—and her right
to—his literary world.
Greer also writes in her review that "The Rochester we inherited
owed not a little to post-Byronian formulae; the millennial generation
is ready for a Post-Modern Rochester."" Similarly, even relatedly, the
Behn we have inherited owes much to Virtorian formulae. The more
recent turn-about and emphasis on Behn's open sexuality and supposed
subversiveness would not be so strong were it not for the Victorian
exclusion of Behn from consideration as a writer, "proper" or not. Can
there be a post-modern Behn? This question, like the one about milieu
" Bekn, "On the Death," 163:76.
" Gilbert Burnet, Some Paaages of the Life and Death ofRochester, in David Farley-Hills, ed.,
Rochester: The Critical Heritage (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1972), S7.
" Kirk Combe, A Martyr for Sin: Rochester's Critique of Polity, Sexuality, and Society (Newark
University of Delaware Press, 1998), 16.
" Behn, "On the Death," 163: 82.
" Greer, "Doomed to Sincerity," 11.
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and ilk, begs an answer. "Behn" is lodged now in the history of her
reception not only as an author but as the source of a good biographical
story, and in the ties that have bound those two together.^" Behn
recognized that the moment of an author's death was cru.cial in
establishing "who" that author would be; her elegies on Rochester
illustrate her battles with both Burnet and Wharton in that regard. The
elegy is as much about the elegizer as about the elegized. Some of
Behn's strongest claims to literary authority—to a place in literary
tradition—lie in the truths of these elegies.
As Jeslyn Medoff has shown in her aptly titled "The Daughters of
Behn and the Problem of Reputation," women who wrote in the
generation after Behn were faced with a literary world that would
restrict even further the realm for their writings, and would rely even
more heavily on judgments of their works based in evaluations of their
lives.'*^ Medoff calls this the "Inglorious Revolution":'*^ in the ten to
tweiity years following Behn's death in 1689, women writers had to
negotiate a literary world that threatened satire at every turn, and they
yet had to find ways to have their writing taken seriously, as more than
the "scribbling" of a female pen. But the importance of the satires of
this era cannot be overestimated: taken as a group, these satires deny
women the possibility of identity as writers. Laurie Finke writes that
The Female Wits (1704), based in male metaphors, "suggest[s] that
literary creativity is itself alien to women.'"*' Consequently, writing
women needed to develop strategies that would, literally, give them
voice. What better means than by adopting the voices of the Muses, and
elegizing the former poet laureate? To all writers in 1700, there was no
predecessor more concerned with influence and transmission than John
Dryden was. The death of Dryden in 1700 marked an important point
for women writers of the eighteenth century; it gave them the
opportunity to join in public mourning. More than that, though, it
provided them with the opportunity to challenge the satires against

See also Caywood,"Deconstructing ApLras," whosediscussion of Behn bic^raphies relies on
the question of what constitutes a "good read,* a phase that recurs throughout the article.
Jeslyn Medoff, "The Daughters of Behn and the Problem of Reputation,* in Isobel Grundy
and Susan Wiseman, eds., Wdmerii Writing,History (Athens: The University of Georgia Press,
1992): 33-54.
Medoff, "The Daughters of Behn,* 33.
Laurie Finke, "The Satire of Women Writers in The Female Wits/* Restoration 8.2 (1984):
64-71.
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them by showing that it is in fact women—in the voice of the
Muses—who are most capable of poetic grieving at the death of the
former laureate. If women were to be silenced, as the satires would have
it, the Muses would not be.
In his dedication to Examen Poeticum, Dryden wrote,
'Tis ill going to Law for an Estate, with him who is in
possession of it, and enjoys the present Profits, to feed his
Cause. But the quantum mutatus rosy be remembered in due
time.'**
While male authors enjoyed the "present Profits," there was in fact
little for women writers to do but hold on to the hope of "quantum
mutatus"-, there would have to be change in the standard by which the
poetry of women was judged before they could enjoy the "Profits."
Those standards are revealed especially through the satires of the
1690s, the years just after Behn's death. In these satires, "poetess" was
equated with "prostitute" and a woman who lived a "bad" life: was a
"bad" writer. "The Session of the Poets Holden at the Foot of Parnassus
Hill, July the 9'*', 1696" is a trial of poets who have offended the muses.
Delariviere Manley and Mary Pix, both of whom were beginning their
literary careers, are among the offenders because they have "usurpt" the
"Province of Poetry.
They are guilty of having claimed what does
not belong to them, and the sentences handed down are pointedly
sexual: Manley "must not kiss any man, nor be kissed by any person,"
and Pix "shall be desperately in love with several Persons, but not one
of them shall regard but despise and laugh at her Passion.Dante
would be proud. The punishment is physical deprivation, denying
them what critics thought they most wanted.
The effect of these satires would initially seem to be a continued
silencing of women writers, but in fact women writers sought means
to establish their literary authority, literally under cover, in the
pseudonymous collection The Nine Muses. Sir Walter Scott called the

'^JoknDiyden, The Works ofJohn Dryden, H.T.Swedenberg, Jr., Gen. Ed. (Berkeley; University
of California Press, 1956-), 4:367.
"The Session of the Poets, Holden at the Foot of Parnassus Hill, July the 9''' 1696,"(London,
1696), 43.
« "Session,"1696,48,49.
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work a "very rare (and very worthless) collection,"''^ but, more recently
(and more kindly), Ruth Salvaggio has called it, "perhaps the most
fascinating set of verses written in response to Dryden's death."^® In the
last 20 years or so, the collection has received some attention, most
recently in Elizabeth Eger's assessment of the relationship between
anthologies and the canon/' It is a work somewhat known, that should
be better known.
The collection was organized by Manley; she wrote the poems
signed by Melpomene and Thalia [names by which she was satirized in
"Session"]. Lady Sarah Piers wrote as Urania, Sarah Fyge Egerton wrote
as Erato, Euterpe, and Terpsichore, Fix wrote as Clio, and Trotter as
Calliope. At this point, the only muse whose identity cannot be
established convincingly is Polimnia, the Muse of Rhetoric; most often
suggested is Susanna Centlivre.'° The authors are identified by initials
only; all of them were fairly new to their writing careers, but not so
new that they did not know the harm of public censure, the risk of
naming. The death of Dryden opened the door for them to re-present
themselves through pseudonymous voices that could reclaim at least a
part of the "present Profits" of poetry, and begin to claim literary
authority.
Through the poetic impersonation the volume makes a singular
claim; the Nine Muses repeatedly present themselves as the ones who
will elegize Dryden best; their intimacy with him gives them that right.
And that Dryden is a living influence on the volume is evident on the
title page in the epigraph:
As Earth thy Body keeps, thy Soul the Sky,

sir Walter Scott, The Life of John Dryden,1834, Bernard Kreissman ed. (Lincoln; University
of Nebraska Press, 1963), 399.
"Ruth Salvaggio, "Verses on the Death oiyir-Drydea," Journal ofPopularCfdturell.l (1987),
83.
Elizabeth Eger, "Fashioning a Female Canon, Eighteenth-Century Women Poets and the
Politics of theAnthology.^" in IsobelArmstrong and Virginia Blain, eds..Women's Poetry inthe
Enlightenment; The Making ofa Canon,r7J0-7#20(NewYork:St.Martin'sPress, 1999): 201-15.
Most discnssions of The Nine Muses are only a few pages long, at most, and are part of larger
arguments. See, forexample, EzeD, Writing Women'sLiterary History,69,75,112; Lilley, "True
State Within," 75-6; and M^off, "Daughters of Behn," 42, 43.
These identifications are not certain, and almost whereverthepoemis discussed, there is debate
about the identities of the authors. See primarily Salvaggio, "Verses," and Lilley, "True State
Within" for evidence.
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So shall this Verse preserve thy Memory,
For thou Shalt make it live, because it Sings of thee.''

In this quotation from Dryden's elegy on Lady Abingdon,
"Eleonora,"" the Muses separate themselves from the crowd of elegists;
their use of the quotation turns Dryden's words as versifier into their
words as versifiers of Dryden. The earth will keep his body, the sky
will keep his soul, the verse will preserve his memory because he will
make it live, because it (through them) sings of him. The interdepen
dence between Muses/elegists and the conventionally most important
literary figure of the late seventeenth century is clear; he relied on the
muses during his lifetime for inspiration to immortalize others. At his
death the verse creation of the Muses/elegists will preserve that
memory beyond even his creations because he makes it live, because it
(through them—and only them) sings of him.
The quotation from Dryden's elegy also thus invokes a central
theme of Dryden's work: the ability of the versifier to bestow lasting
fame upon the subject. Whether it be a patron or a literary figure, or in
the case of Lady Abingdon, someone whom he did not even know, the
poet was the only one capable of such bestowal. As Dryden demon
strated throughout his career, the poet establishes his own fame
through that of his subject; he attains fame as the giver of fame. The
collection of elegies is implicitly a claim for mutuality and interdepen
dence; the Muses give Dryden fame through his poetry and he, in turn,
gives them fame by providing them with a subject.
Although Dryden repeatedly "commands" the Muses, the
mutuality of Muse and poet—and poet and poet—appears clearly in
Melpomene's (Manley's) elegy: Dryden was "Inspir'd me, for me, he
could command." Speaking as a Muse, a woman writer can claim that
Dryden was inspired by her, and that, simultaneously, Dryden (even
dead) can command her. The paradox bears on the question of literary
inheritance: Manley can succeed Dryden, but is still commanded by
him in the form of the tradition in which he participated, the tradition

" The Nine Muses. Or, Poems Upon the Death of the lau Famous John Dryden, Esq., 1700, in
Diydeniana XIV, On the Death of Dryden: Folio yerse 1700 (New Yoifc Gadand Publishing,
1975). There is no pagination on this edition.
"John Dryden, The WorksofJohn Dryden,YilT.Swedenbeig,Jr., Gen. Ed. (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1956 - ): 3:231-46.
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that would exclude his own inspiration. Inspired by Dryden, the
volume's authors assume the voices of the Muses, commanding poetic
remembrances of Dryden, but still commanded by him.
The grand claim of the collection, though, is that at the death of
Dryden, tradition itself is disrupted, permanently. Thus, there is a
seeming lament of all that ends with the death of Dryden; Calliope
(Trotter) writes that "Nature can no second Dryden give." For the
Muses, poet and muse are interdependent, even fused, and his end may
mean theirs; Terpsichore (Egerton) writes "His Genius would such
Inspiration bear,/That his Illustrious lines did not appear/As if our
Product but ourselves were there." In a gender reversal which has
Dryden bearing inspiration as a woman would a child, Terpsichore
describes the birth of Dryden's "illustrious lines"; such lines, the Muses
suggest, end here because no one after Dryden, will seek the intimacy
with them that he did. In short, they claim that succession is at an end.
But that end—the end of a tradition—also offers them a beginning—a
quantum mutatus—'m which their voices are singularly authoritative, no
longer excluded.
The one muse still unidentified provides a focal point for discus
sion of the volume. Polimnia is the Muse of Rhetoric: she "fixt an
Immortal Crown" on Dryden and now seeks to fix fame upon
him—and herself—after his death. The poem contains the clearest
identification of Dryden as the Muses's lover: "With Lovers hands, I
lavisht all my Charms,/Gave up my self, to his more Lovely Arts."
Now, "all Arts, are in my Love Lost," leaving Polimnia with a plea to
her "mighty Father" to "her a Daughter's Pray'r,/Cure me by Death,
from deathless sad Dispair." The identification of Dryden as a lover, in
the elegy of the Muse of Rhetoric, is striking; her lover dead, she wishes
only for death. The challenge stands directly against the satires and
their delimitation of women's writing based on their sexuality:
Polimnia claims that fruitful "Lovers hands" will yield the best poetry.
This is the collection's final statement: Rhetoric, the means of
speech, has lost her lover, the one capable of bringing life about
through her. The request for death is conventional in this light: better
to be dead than to be this sad. The use of "cure" extends the point:
death would repair the wound, and it would also preserve the Muse.
But the plea of the Muse is the strategy of the author: the poet uses the
elegy form to bestow fame upon herself not as an individual but as a
woman writer. She will be "cured" not by the "mighty Father" but by
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the poem that is a plea to him, in which she makes her own daim as an
author.
The volume's anonymity is consistent with this: to identify
themselves directly as claimants to Dryden's literary estate would have
made them seem "usurpers" and subject them to further satiric attack.
Anonymity both protects them, and extends their claim. The seeming
"drop of Praise in an Ocean lost" (Clio/Pix) is in fact a more substantial
statement. As Muses, their words could carry more authority than if
the authors had identified themselves by name; their names carried the
associations of their individual lives and sexualities, while the identity
of Muse already and historically carried poetic authority. Returning to
Lanser's definition: the authors knew that their voices were more likely
"to be heard, respected, and believed" if they assumed the voices of
Muses.
But instead. Rhetoric was used, even against herself. The quotation
with which I began, from A Comparison between the Two Stages, is likely
a direct response to The Nine Muses. The identity of poetic inspiration
that two years earlier afforded women writers a voice, is reduced, in
Critick's hands, entirely to that of a prostitute. Women have nothing
to do with actual creation, only the sex itself, and commercialized sex
at that. Critick goes on to say,
I hate these Petticoat-Authors; 'tis false Grammar, there's no
Feminine for the Latin word, 'tis entirely of the Masculine
Gender, and the Language won't bear such a thing as a SheAuthor."
The Nine Muses, in 1700, knew that contemporary English .culture
tolerated a "She-Author" only under particular circumstances, and used
the death of Dryden as an opportunity to expand the range of those
circumstances. As Finke argues, the vehemence of the satires that
respond directly to these efforts is an index of the threat they posed; the
effort to claim authority through the voices of the Muses brought
further, more damning satire because that effort was successful."
But the satires have been, for the most part, more successful,
obscuring the efforts of women writers through a specific kind of satire
A Comparison Between the Two StageSy 26-7.
Finke, "The Satire of Women Writers,** 64.
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that delimits any possibility for literary authority by turning attention
away from the literary and toward the sexual, the biographical. The
effect has been substantial: indeed, it is only in recent years that the
m^nitude of the effort made by women writers to gain literary
authority has been recognized. Women poets knew how to use
conventional forms to unconventional ends. It is the challenge of
contemporary criticism to look for those efforts—the efforts of women
writers to expand the boundaries of their poetic authority—rather than
to accept the critical dismissals—and the dismissals of Criticks—of the
past.

